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Abstract—Internet Service Providers (ISP) furnishing cloud
storage services usually rely on big data centers. These centralized
architectures induce many drawbacks in terms of scalability
and reliability as datacenters represent single points of failure,
and in terms of data access latencies as they are not necessarily
located close to the users. This paper presents the design choices
about a distributed storage system that targets these issues
by leveraging only high available nodes in the Digital Subscriber
Line (xDSL) infrastructure of an ISP, namely a large number of
home gateways, Points of Presence, and datacenters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The drawbacks of centralized storage systems are commonly

addressed through the system decentralization over multiple

geo-distributed nodes. Then data can be placed on nodes close

to users in order to reduce the data access latencies and improve

the system scalability and reliability as there is no more a

single point of failure. Usually storage systems addressing these

issues rely on Peer to Peer (P2P) technologies using unreliable

peers or reliable nodes like datacenters. The main limitation of

using peers is their low availability that makes systems suffer

from the churn problem (i.e., frequent arrivals and departures

of peers) resulting in an expensive system maintenance. On the

other hand, in systems relying on reliable datacenters, data are

still not necessarily located close to users. Hybrid approaches

relying on both peers and datacenters have been introduced in

which the peers reduce datacenters workload and data access

latencies, and improve system scalability while datacenters

compensate peers instability with their reliability.

In this paper, we investigate the design of a hybrid distributed

storage system by leveraging only high available nodes in the

network infrastructure of an ISP (See Fig. 1). Specifically,

our approach combines the use of datacenters with home

gateways (HGs) and Points of Presence (POPs).

The remainder of this paper describes our rational to leverage

HGs and POPs, the design choices about the architecture and

some common issues in distributed storage systems.

II. HOME GATEWAYS

Recently, in the context of energy savings, a work [1]

proposed and evaluated a P2P storage system relying on home

gateways. In fact, it is very common for users to get access

to Internet through xDSL technologies using HGs that are

equipped with memory, storage, and computing resources so

that they can be compatible with several services. Moreover

it has been shown that users let most of the time their HGs

powered on to access to these services [1]. Thus, exploiting

resources on HGs can provide a large number of high available

and intelligent storage nodes located very close to the users.

III. POINTS OF PRESENCE

In the network infrastructure of an ISP, Points of Presence

aggregate xDSL lines from users HGs and connect them

to the Internet backbone. All the traffic within and across

ISPs goes through the POPs. Thus, it is interesting to make

them provide new services due to their natural geographic

repartition and their position at the edge of the ISP network.

For instance, they are leveraged, in some cases assisted with

peers, for content caching and distribution in Content Delivery

Networks (CDNs) [2]. We aims to leverage the POPs also to

bring the intelligence of the storage system close to users.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 on a simple xDSL

infrastructure that we assume operated by a single ISP.

The home gateways are connected to the POP aggregating

their xDSL lines and communicate with the storage system via

this POP. The HGs connected to the same POP form its region.

A fraction of the storage capacity of HGs is dedicated to the

storage system. One part of this fraction stores some of the

data that have been warehoused within the storage system.

Note that these data do not necessarily belong to the owner of

the HG. The other part of the fraction caches the data recently

or frequently accessed by the HG owner. The cache replacement

policy can be defined by the storage system or the HG owner.

The Points of Presence provide several functionalities. They

cache some data that transit through them, implement the data

consistency and replication strategy of the storage system, and
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Fig. 1. The proposed architecture depicted on a simple overview of the DSL
infrastructure of an ISP.

monitor the HGs they aggregate. Monitoring data (e.g., storage

capacity, data stored, availability state, etc.) are periodically

transferred to datacenters.

The datacenters collect and store the metadata about the

home gateways. They also monitor the POPs in order to build a

global knowledge of the storage system allowing to balance the

load of all the storage nodes proportionally to their capacity [3].

V. DATA CONSISTENCY

System designers usually face tradeoffs about availability,

consistency and network partition tolerance when designing

a distributed storage system [4]. We made the choice to

serialize the write requests in order to avoid the complexity

of conflicts resolution to application developers. On the other

hand a versioning system on data and multiple consistency

criteria to parametrize the read requests are provided, namely

a readers/writer mutual exclusion, an atomic consistency, and

an eventual monotonic-read consistency criteria. To achieve

this, we adopt a primary/backup scheme per data item to

manage data consistency. The weakness of this scheme against

network partitions is mitigated by locating the primary and

backup nodes in different POPs as they are interconnected with

high available and redundant communication links that reduce

the occurrence of network partitions.

VI. DATA REPLICATION

The storage system ensures data reliability using replication.

Users address their write requests to the closest POP that

will perform the data replication on behalf to them on

the primary (the POP that handled the write request of the

first version of a data item) and backup (randomly chosen)

consistency managers of a data item. It aims to mitigate the

bottleneck that users low upload bandwidths may cause by

moving the replication overhead to the IP network of the ISP

where the bandwidth is much larger. To reduce the length of

write requests, as soon as a data item is cached on both its

primary and backup POPs, the user is notified to terminate

the write request and make the data item available for sub-

sequent read/write requests. The primary and backup POPs

replicate data asynchronously in their regions. Then to improve

the requests throughput, a stripping method can be applied

allowing to store and retrieve the fragments composing the data

item in parallel.

VII. MULTI-TIERED STORAGE PERSPECTIVES

Leveraging the different types of nodes in our architecture

would make the system suitable for a multi-tiered storage

organization which can refer to an automated placement of data

on nodes that optimize performance, availability, recovery, cost,

etc. For instance, in our system these types of nodes could be

distinguished in three tiers for storing cold, warm, and hot data

while allowing data to move from one tier to another depending

on data access patterns.

Cold data are infrequently or never accessed. Datacenters

would be suitable to handle the steadily growing amount of cold

data in a cost efficient manner using inexpensive and energy

efficient storage devices with large capacities.

Warm data have been recently accessed or stored in the

storage system and present a high probability to be accessed

than cold data. They could be stored in regions from where their

users access to the storage system allowing data to be close to

them for reducing access latencies. It could also localize traffic

within regions and minimize network traffic across regions.

Hot data are frequently accessed and could be stored in POPs

and distributed like in a CDN. It would allow to answer users

requests while avoiding to overload HGs that have low upload

bandwidths or datacenters that exhibit large access latencies.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the main principles of a

distributed storage system leveraging high available nodes in

the network infrastructure of an ISP to provide reliability,

scalability and reduce data access latencies. We are cur-

rently implementing simulations on the different aspects of the

architecture. For future work, we plan to bring more storage

intelligence close to the users (i.e., in POPs or HGs). We also

seek to integrate efficient placement algorithms to minimize the

amount of metadata to maintain in order to place/locate data in

the storage system. We believe that our architecture could also

be suitable for user-generated content distribution and storage

costs reduction via the multi-tiered data placement. Evaluation

of those points could be other directions for future work.
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